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3
Relative Best Response dynamics in network
games

When people are free to do as they
please, they usually imitate each
other.

Eric Hoffer

Game-theoretic scenarios in which players interact exclusively with a fixed group
of neighbors traces back to the early 1990’s when economists and biologists started
to explore the effect of simple spatial structures in (probabilistic) decision-making
processes driven by rational best response processes and more biologically inspired
imitation processes [66–68]. Later, simple spatial structures were extended to arbitrary
structures defined by graphs [34,37,45].

The long-run collective behavior of non-cooperative network games have been
extensively studied for best response dynamics in which the players, given the history
of plays of their neighbors, select a strategy that maximizes their payoffs. These
extended research efforts have resulted in the identification of several classes of
games that converge to a pure Nash equilibrium under a variety of such best response
processes [42–44,69] and brought forth a number of algorithms that ensure convergence
to an equilibrium [47–49]. Best response dynamics are “innovative" in the sense that,
to optimize their payoffs, players are always able to select new actions that are not
played in the current strategy profile. They are in line with classic economic theories
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that support the idea that absolute optimization (or rational behavior) is a natural
result of evolutionary forces [70]. Recently, the systems and control community has
been interested in the analysis of dynamical systems driven by imitation [71–73].
Such dynamics are “non–innovative": players can only select actions that already
exist in the networked population. Therefore, non–innovative dynamics can lead
to equilibrium concepts that differ from traditional Nash equilibria. In [74,75], the
authors studied an evolutionary process where the players, most of the time, choose a
best response from the set of actions that exist in the entire population strategy profile.
In [75], this evolutionary process was simply referred to as imitation. Perhaps a more
suitable name was proposed in [74], where such a revision was called a Relative Best
Response (RBR). RBR combines the non-innovative nature of pure imitation with
the rationality of best response. Such dynamics match classic economic studies that
support the idea that rather than absolute performance, it is relative performance,
that proves to be decisive in the long run [76]. Experimental evidences of such
behavior are documented in [77, 78]. Another motivation for studying such dynamics
is that they can take into account the effect of word-of-mouth communication and
social learning in decision making processes [79]. For example, when reconsidering
alternative technologies, an individual may ask friends or family about their current
choice and benefits. This local spread of information, in turn, is likely to affect her
decision, and may very well lead to a complete disregard of technology that is not
used by her peers. Indeed, the adoption of new technologies is affected by social
influence [80–82]. Traditional best response dynamics do not capture such a process
of information exchange and social learning, rather they reflect situations in which an
individual adopts some technology solely based on his/her own expectation, regardless
of how others have perceived it. In many real-world decision-making processes, it is
likely that both types of learning processes occur [83], but from a theoretical point of
view the effects of social learning is often overlooked.

In this chapter, a novel game dynamics for finite and convex games on networks
are proposed that result from an intuitive combination of rational behavior and social
learning. We start on the basis of a spatial version of Relative Best Response (RBR)
dynamics under which the players choose a best response from (a convex combination
of) the current set of actions in their neighborhood. In this case, the players interact
and relate their success exclusively with a fixed group of neighbors Even though
this process contains an element of social learning, namely that the players prefer to
conform themselves to observed actions, it does not take into account the relative
performance of these actions. To this end, we generalize RBR dynamics to the h-RBR,
where players relate their success to the subset of neighbors that obtain at least the
h-highest payoffs within their neighborhood. This process relies on local information
exchange of both decisions and benefits, that are fundamental to social learning by
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imitation. Even though under h-RBR dynamics the feasible action sets of the players
are state-dependent and the overall problem is not-jointly convex, we show that for a
general class of games such dynamics converge to an (approximate) generalized Nash
equilibrium in finite-time, and relate the results to classes of games for which best
response dynamics converge to a Nash equilibrium.

Throughout this chapter, it is assumed the action sets of the players are the same.
This naturally allows players to imitate each other, and is in fact common in imitation
dynamics [68,71,72].

Assumption 1 (Identical action sets). All players have the same action set, i.e.,
Ai = A for all i ∈ V.

One can argue that there exist decision-making processes in which the action
sets of the players are inherently different. For example, when individual A aims
to go to destination Z, and individual B aims to go a different destination Y . In
such cases, it does not make sense that individual A and B learn from each other
how to arrive at their destinations. However, in many real-world decision-making
processes, it is observed that, through social learning, new behaviors are acquired by
imitating others [84]. For example, a company can decide to enter a market because
they observed another company having success there. Assumption 1, in this sense, is
a technical one that ensures all decision-makers can imitate each other’s actions and
affect one another in this process. We note that it is possible to relax this assumption,
for instance by adding constraints on one’s ability to imitate another player’s action.
However, the additional technicalities would defy the main purpose of this chapter,
namely to illustrate clearly how rationality and social influence can be combined and
studied in a common framework.

3.1 h-relative best response dynamics

Before defining the h–RBR dynamics, for the purpose of comparison, we give the
definition of a best response.

Definition 10 (Best response). For player i ∈ V, a best response is any action in
the set

Bi(σ−i) := argmax
y∈A

πi(y,σ−i).

The defining distinction of a relative best response is that, instead of optimizing
over a fixed action set A, player i ∈ V optimizes its payoffs over some feasible subset
of A that depends on the actions of the neighbors of i and σi itself. For a game Γ
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and an action profile σ ∈ A, we denote the feasible action set for player i ∈ V by
Fi(σ) ⊆ A. For a finite game Γf, the feasible action set of player i ∈ V is simply
determined as the local set of actions, i.e.,

F f
i(σ) := {σj ∈ σ | j ∈ Ni} ∪ {σi} ⊆ A. (3.1)

Instead, for a convex game Γc, the action sets are convex and compact subsets of Rn,
hence the feasible action set for player i ∈ V is determined as

Fc
i (σ) = conv(F f

i) ⊆ A . (3.2)

We are now ready to formalize the idea of RBR.

Definition 11 (Relative Best Response). Given a game Γ, a relative best response
of player i ∈ V is any action in the set

Br
i(σ−i) := argmax

y∈Fi(σ)

πi(y,σ−i),

where the feasible action set Fi(σ∗, hi) of a finite game and convex game are given by
Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2), respectively.

Imitations are often linked to social learning, in which new behaviors are acquired
by observing and imitating others [84]. In the context of a game, to choose which
neighbor’s action to imitate, the players must thus have information about the actions
and the current payoffs of their neighbors. It is this local exchange of information,
that is absent in best response dynamics, that can lead to surprising “non-rational”
behavior. As in BR, an RBR is based only on the local actions, and thus does not
take into account the payoffs of others. An interesting and natural generalization of
RBRs is a decision process in which the feasible action set of player i ∈ V depends
on a subset of the neighbors that receive the hi highest payoffs. Roughly speaking,
only those actions that are taken by successful neighbors are considered in the action
update. In this case, the relative success of the neighbors of i will have an influence on
the future action of player i, and hi ∈ N is a measure for how restricting this relative
success is for player i′s feasible action set.

We dedicate the remainder of this section to formalize this novel revision process
and illustrate its concepts with examples of interesting applications that are likely
to be affected by relative performance considerations and social influence. Before
defining the revision process formally, it is necessary to introduce some additional
auxiliary sets. For some action profile σ ∈ A, let us define the set of distinct payoffs
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Figure 3.3: Suppose the network is as in (a) such that n = 5. The set of actions of the
neighbors of 1 isM1(σ−i) = {s3, s4, s5}. Moreover, suppose that π4(σ) > π3(σ) >

π2(σ) > π5(σ) and hi = 2. Then,M1(σ−i, 2) = {s4, s5}, Fc
1(σ, 2) = {s4, s5, s1} and

the shaded area with the dashed border in (b) illustrates Fc
1(σ, 2). Moreover, C(σ) is

the convex hull of the entire action profile as is indicated by the region with the red
border.

obtained by the neighbors of i as Ri(σ) := {πj(σ) | j ∈ Ni}, and define the set of
neighbors that receive at least the hi highest payoff as

Hi(σ−i, hi) := {j ∈ Ni | πj(σ) ≥ max hi(Ri(σ))} ,

Note that, it always holds that |Ni| ≥ |Hi(σ−i, hi)| ≥ hi. Then, the set of actions of
these successful players is given by

Mi(σ−i, hi) := {σj ∈ σ | j ∈ Hi(σ−i, hi)}. (3.3)

In this case, for a finite game Γf, the feasible set of actions is determined by

∀i ∈ V : F f
i(σ, hi) := {Mi(σ−i, hi)} ∪ {σi} ⊆ A, (3.4)

while for a convex game Γc, it is

∀i ∈ V : Fc
i (σ, hi) := conv{F f

i(σ, hi)}. (3.5)

Let h = (hi)i∈V ∈ NN . An h–RBR can now be formalized as follows.
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Definition 12 (h-Relative Best Response). Given a game Γ, a h–relative best response
of player i ∈ V is any action in the set

Br
i(σ−i, hi) := argmax

y∈Fi(σ,hi)
πi(y,σ−i).

It is worth mentioning that, if hi = |Ni| for every i ∈ V, then Definition 12
recovers the definition of a relative best response. In contrast, for finite games, when
hi = 1, player i can only choose between his/her own action and the actions of the
most successful neighbors. Therefore, if for all i ∈ V, hi = 1 the feasible actions of
the h-RBR dynamics for finite games are exactly the feasible set of actions in an
unconditional imitation process. We will explore this link to imitation dynamics in
Chapter 4.

3.1.1 Examples of h-RBR applications

Example 1 (Adoption of competing products). Let us elaborate on the role of hi in
the context of the technology adoption example. Suppose an individual i is considering
to adopt a new product and can choose between models X, Y and Z, to replace her
current product C. In this case, A = {X,Y, Z,C}. She values her current product
with a 3 on a scale from zero to five. To make a decision about which product
to adopt, she gathers information from three peers, labeled as Ni = {a, b, c}, who
she believes value the product in a similar manner as herself. Suppose model X is
used by peer a and values the model with a full score of 5 out of five. In this case,
σa = X and πa = 5. Model Y is used by peer b who values it with 2 (i.e., σb = Y ,
πb = 2)and model Z is used by peer c who values it with 4 (i.e., sc = Z, πc = 4). In
our notation, the distinct payoffs obtained by her neighbors is Ri(σ) = {5, 2, 4}. If
hi = 1 then, the individual would only consider to keep her current phone or buy
model X because she believes model Z is worse than X and model Y is not worth
the upgrade from her current product. In our notation, the set of action chosen by
her most successful peer isMf

i(σ, 1) = {σa} = {X}, and the set of feasible actions is
F f
i(σ, 1) = {C,X}. However, if hi = 2, she would also consider buying model Z that

due to individual differences in the perception of values may be a better choice for
her. In this case, Mf

i(σ, 1) = {σa, σc} = {X,Z} and F f
i(σ, 2) = {C,Z,X}. In this

example, hi influences how the information from peers reflect her own valuation of a
product. That is, if hi = 3 then she would take into account every product because she
could be uncertain if the low score of model Y reflects her own preferences accurately.

Example 2 (Adoption of renewable energy). Suppose a fossil-fueled household is
allowed to determine the fraction of energy obtained from renewable sources. In
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this case, A = [0, 1]. To obtain an idea of how costly and sustainable the usage of
renewable energy is compared to fossil fuel, they gather information from neighboring
households with similar energy demands. If none of the neighbors are using renewable
energy sources, due to inertia in the decision making the household may be inclined to
refrain from using renewable energy simply because they lack information to make a
reasonable decision about it and there are no forces of conforming to a green source of
energy. In our notation, this would lead to Fc

i (σ, hi) = {0}. However, if neighboring
households are already using renewable energy and have informed the household that
they are satisfied with the supply and costs, an appealing option is to choose some
fraction of sustainable energy based on the fraction chosen by the neighbors. This
decision is plausible because of two reasons: first, the information gathered from similar
households suggests that renewable energy is a good alternative source of energy and
second, conformity forces that result in peer pressures may lead the household to decide
to try renewable energy sources [85].

In some contexts it makes sense to apply a transformation to the action profile
and payoffs before applying an h-relative best response.

Example 3 (Opinion dynamics). Take for example an opinion dynamics model in
which si ∈ R represents an opinion that takes values on the unit interval. In these
settings, it is well-established that social learning plays a crucial role in the evolution of
opinions as individuals tend to adjust their opinion to a local weighted average [86,87].
Such a process can be represented by a network game with best responses. Now, let us
define a simple auxiliary “payoff function” that player i observes in neighbor j as

εij(σ) := 1− |σi − σj |,

and let εi(σ) ∈ R|Ni|+1 be the vector of these opinion errors. Now suppose the player
applies the principle of selecting the hi highest valued neighbors. Then the opinion
dynamics would result in a bounded-confidence model in which the player only takes
into account those neighbors that have an opinion similar to the player’s own opinion.

Now that we have defined an h–RBR, let us introduce the asynchronous, or
sequential, game dynamics that are associated with the h-RBR via an activation
sequence: at each time step t ∈ N for which σ(t+ 1) 6= σ(t), there exists a unique
player it ∈ V such that the collective dynamics satisfy

if i = it : σ(t+ 1) = (σi(t+ 1)),σ−i(t+ 1))

∈ (Br
i(σ−i(t), hi),σ−i(t)).

(3.6)

For the asynchronous dynamics in Eq. (3.6) we assume that the activation sequence
ensures that at any time step, each player is guaranteed to be active at some finite
future time.
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Assumption 2 (persistent activation sequence). Every sequence of activated players
(it)t∈N driving the asynchronous dynamics Eq. (4.8) is persistent, i.e., if for every
player j ∈ V and every time t ∈ N, there exists some finite-time t̄ > t at which player
j is active again, i.e., it̄ = j.

3.1.2 Convergence problem statement

We are interested in characterizing the conditions under which the dynamics in
Eq. (4.8) converge to an equilibrium action profile. In this case, all players in the
network reach a decision with which they are satisfied. For the h–BRB dynamics,
the local feasible action set for each player is constrained by the actions of the other
players and hence the equilibrium action profiles of these dynamics correspond to a
Generalized Nash Equilibria (GNE) [88].

Definition 13 (Generalized Nash Equilibrium). The action profile σ∗ ∈ A is a GNE
for Γ, if for all i ∈ V

σ∗i ∈ Br
i(σ
∗
−i, hi), (3.7)

where the feasible action set Fi(σ∗, hi) of a finite game and convex game are given by
Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5), respectively.

It is worth mentioniong that, in the convex game case, our GNE problem is not
jointly convex [89]. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we will study the convergence properties
of Eq. (4.8) for finite and convex games under the following assumption which ensures
that players only switch to another action if they have an incentive to deviate from
their current action.

Assumption 3 (Incentive to deviate). For Γ, σi(t) 6= σi(t+ 1) only if there exists
y ∈ Fi(σ, hi) such that

πi(y,σ−i(t))− πi(σi(t),σ−i(t)) > 0.

3.2 Convergence in finite games

In this section, we study the convergence of the asynchronous h–RBR dynamics in
Eq. (4.8) when all players choose h-relative best responses and they can have a finite
set of actions that they can choose from. First, we define two sets that will prove
useful in the analysis of the h-BRB dynamics in finite and convex games. For an
initial action profile σ(0), let us denote the set that contains all actions that are
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employed by at least one player in the initial action profile by A0 := ∪i∈V{σi(0)}, and
let A0 := AN0 . The set A0 is called the support of σ(0) in [74]. The key property of
A0 is that it is positively invariant with respect to the h-RBR dynamics Eq. (4.8), due
to their non-innovative nature. To study the convergence properties of finite games
under the asynchronous h-RBR dynamics we use the theory of potential games [42].
Consider the following definition of a potential like function.

Definition 14 (A0–potential function). A function P : A → R is a A0-potential
function for Γf and some σ(0) ∈ A, if for every i ∈ V, σi, σ′i ∈ A0 and σ−i ∈ AN−1

0 ,
it holds that if

πi(σ
′
i,σ−i)− πi(σi,σ−i) > 0⇒ P (σ′i,σ−i)− P (σi,σ−i) > 0. (3.8)

If such a function exists, then we call Γf a relative potential game with respect to A0 .

Remark 1. When the initial action profile σ(0) ∈ A is such that A0 = A, then
Definition 14 is equivalent to the definition of a generalized ordinal potential function
and a generalized ordinal potential game [42, Sec. 2]. In its classic definition, the
implication in Eq. (3.8) needs to be satisfied on the entire action space A to ensure
convergence of the innovative best response dynamics to a pure Nash equilibrium.

We are now ready to present the main result for finite games that relies on the
existence of a A0-potential function.

Theorem 1. Suppose Assumption 3 is satisfied and that Γf is a relative potential
game with respect to A0. Then, for all σ(0) ∈ A0 the asynchronous h–RBR dynamics
in Eq. (4.8) converge to a GNE in finite-time.

Proof. Suppose σ(0) ∈ A0. Because the h–RBR dynamics are non–innovative, it
follows that σ(t) ∈ A0, for all t ≥ 0. By Assumption, Γ is a relative potential game
with respect to A0, hence there exists a function P : A→ R such that for every i ∈ V ,
for every σi, σ′i ∈ A0 ∩Ai and every σ−i ∈

∏
j∈V\{i}

A0, the following implication holds:

πi(σ
′
i,σ−i)− πi(σi,σ−i) > 0⇒ P (σ′i,σ−i)− P (σi,σ−i) > 0. (3.9)

By Definition 12, Eq. (3.4) and the asynchronous dynamics in Eq. (4.8) it follows that
after a player switches, their payoff is at least as high as it was before. That is, for all
t ≥ 1:

∃ it ∈ V : πit(t) ≥ πit(t− 1). (3.10)
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By Assumption 3, if a player switches, then inequality Eq. (3.10) holds strictly and
hence the trajectory of relative best response dynamics generates an improvement
path γ (see Definition 5). Since for all t ≥ 0, we have Fc

i (σ(t), hi) ⊆ A0. From the
implication Eq. (3.9), it follows that the A0-potential function P is strictly increasing
along γ. Since the action space is finite, P is a bounded function. This implies that
the h-relative best response dynamics converge to a GNE in finite-time.

It may happen that there exist A0-potential functions only for a subset of initial
action profiles. To guarantee finite-time convergence for all initial condition, it is
required there exists a generalized potential function, not necessarily the same, for
every initial action profile. This is formalized in the following definition.

Definition 15 (Generalized relative potential game). If for Γf there exist generalized
A0–potential functions for every σ(0) ∈ A, then Γf is called a generalized relative
potential game.

An example of a generalized relative potential game can be found in Example 4.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is stated in the following corollary.

Corollary 1. For any finite generalized relative potential game, the asynchronous
h–RBR dynamics converge globally to a GNE in finite-time.

3.2.1 Relation to generalized ordinal potential games

From Definition 14, it can be easily seen that every generalized ordinal potential game
is a generalized relative potential game. By means of the following counter-example
we show that the converse is not always true, that is, not every generalized relative
potential game is a generalized ordinal potential game.

Example 4. Consider the symmetric Rock-Scissors-Paper (RSP) game with payoff
matrix

M =

a b c

c a b

b c a

 , b > a ≥ c. (3.11)

Because each improvement path in the RSP game converges to the improvement cycle:
(R,S) → (R,P ) → (P, S) → (S,R) → (P,R) → (P, S) → (R,S), the RSP game
is not a generalized ordinal potential game. However, for all initial action profile
σ(0) ∈ A := {R,S, P}2 there exists a generalized A0–potential and thus the RSP
game is a generalized relative potential game.
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Example 4 highlights that, especially for finite games in which the number of
actions is larger than the number of players (i.e. |A| > N), for the convergence
of h-RBR dynamics Eq. (4.8) it is easier to rely on the existence of generalized
A0–potential functions rather than generalized ordinal potential functions. In fact, it
can be easily proven that every symmetric two-player |A| × |A| game converges to
a GNE under Eq. (4.8) by using the fact that there always exist an exact potential
function for 2×2 games. The RSP game also shows the relation to generalized ordinal
potential games.

Proposition 1. Let G,R denote the class of generalized ordinal potential games and
generalized relative potential games, respectively. Then, G ⊂ R.

Proof. The inclusion G ⊆ R follows from Definitions 14 and 15. Strictness follows
from Example 4.

Corollary 2. For any finite generalized ordinal potential game, the asynchronous
h-RBR dynamics converge globally to a GNE in finite-time.

B

G

E WR

Figure 3.4: Let E, W , G, B, R represent the class of exact, weighted, generalized
ordinal, best response, and generalized relative potential games, respectively. For
finite games, the classic asynchronous best response dynamics are known to converge
to a Nash equilibrium for E, W , G, B (Set indicated by dashed border) Corollary 2
and Proposition 1 shows that the asynchronous h–RBR dynamics will converge to a
GNE for every game in the class R ⊃ G ⊃W ⊃ E.
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3.3 Convergence in convex games

In this section the concepts of bounded games and ε-improvement paths that are
defined in the preliminaries chapter 2. For convex games, we are interested in the
finite time convergence to an approximate GNE that is defined as follows.

Consider the following class of games inspired by weighted potential games [42].

Definition 16 (weighted A0-potential function). A function P : A→ R is a weighted
A0-potential function for Γc and some σ(0) ∈ A, if for every i ∈ V, σi, σ′i ∈ A0 and
σ−i ∈ AN−1

0 , the following implication holds

πi(σ
′
i,σ−i)− πi(σi,σ−i) = wi [P (σ′i,σ−i)− P (σi,σ−i)] ,

for some wi ∈ R+. If such a function exists, then we call Γc a weighted relative
potential game with respect to A0 . Moreover, if wi = 1 for all i ∈ A, then Γc is called
an exact relative potential game with respect to A0.

The following Lemma relates weighted A0-potential functions to exact A0-potential
functions.

Lemma 3 (Equivalence weighted and exact A0–potential function). Γc is a weighted
relative potential with respect to A0 if and only if Γ′c,with payoff functions 1

wi
πi, is an

exact relative potential with respect to A0

Proof. From the definition of a weighted potential game Γ we have πi(σi, σ−i) −
πi(σ

′
i, σ−i) = wi (P (σi,σ−i)− P (σ′i,σ−i)). On the other hand, from the definition of

a potential game Γ′ we have 1
wi
πi(σi, σ−i)− 1

wi
πi(σ

′
i, σ−i) = P (σi,σ−i)− P (σi,σ

′
−i).

Clearly these are equivalent.

The following result provides sufficient conditions for the convergence of h-relative
best response dynamics in convex games.

Theorem 2. Suppose Γ is a bounded game and a weighted relative potential game
with respect to A0. Then for every ε > 0, and initial action profile σ(0) ∈ A0, every
ε−improvement path generated by Eq. (4.8), converges to a ε–GNE in finite-time.

Proof. Because of Lemma 3 it suffices to prove the statement if Γ is an exact relative
potential game with respect to A0. By the definition of Fc

i (σ−i, hi) in equation
Eq. (3.5) it follows that the evolutionary dynamics Eq. (4.8) are positively invariant
w.r.t A0. That is,

σ(t) ∈ A0, ∀t ≥ 0. (3.12)

Because Γ is a bounded game from Definition 16, it follows that P must be bounded
as well. That is,

∃M ∈ R+ : |P (σ)| ≤M, ∀σ ∈ A0 (3.13)
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To prove that the game has the AFIP (see Preliminaries 2), a classic argument can be
used based on a contradiction. Suppose γ is an infinite ε–improvement path. Denote
the unique deviator at time t as it. By definition, if i = it then

πi(t+ 1)− πi(t) > ε,

if and only if
P (σi(t+ 1),σ−i(t+ 1))− P (σi(t),σ−i(t)) > ε. (3.14)

This implies that
P (t)− P (0) > tε⇔ P (t) > tε+ P (0) (3.15)

Then, for every ε > 0

lim
t→∞

P (t) =∞. (3.16)

Because P is a bounded function this is a contradiction. Hence, every ε–improvement
path terminates after a finite number of time steps T . At which it holds that

P (σ(T )) ≤M < P (σ(T )) + ε⇒ P (σ(T )) > M − ε.

This completes the proof.

Remark 2. The concept of generalized ordinal potential games also exists for convex
games in which an increase in the payoff of the unique deviator implies an increase in
the generalized ordinal potential function. However, for this class of convex games, in
general, the bounded payoff functions do not imply the generalized ordinal potential
function is bounded and hence one cannot guarantee convergence. If one, however,
assumes this generalized potential function is bounded for every σ ∈ A0, then the
result in Theorem 2 carries over to this more general class of convex games.

3.4 Networks of best and h-relative best
responders

We have shown that the dynamics of network games in which all players choose
h-relative best responses converge to a generalized Nash equilibrium. And that due
to the their non-innovative nature, the relative best response dynamics converge for a
more general class of games than best response dynamics. This also implies that any
homogeneous action profile, in which all players choose the same action is a trivial
generalized Nash equilibrium. Indeed, payoff monotone imitation dynamics share
this property. In reality, noise in the decision-making process will destabilize most
of these trivial equilibrium profiles. A characterization for the stochastically stable
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states of network games is beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, we investigate
an interesting scenario in which both best responses and relative best responses occur
in the network game. In this case, it is not guaranteed that a homogeneous action
profile is an equilibrium and the behavior may closer to real-world scenarios in which
decision-makers value social information in different ways. And hence, the mixture of
rationality and social learning can lead to more realistic outcomes. For simplicity, we
assume that players always best respond or always relative best respond, and thus do
not switch between the two decision rules. Although this is a simplification, it is a
reasonable one that may be motivated by the empirical findings in [83] that suggest
humans tend to consistently apply a decision rule under a variety of contexts. The
following result follows immediately from the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
and we omit its proof.

Corollary 3. For a weighted potential game Γc, in which players consistently choose
best responses as in Definition 10 or consistently choose h-relative best responses as
in Definition 12, for every ε > 0, and initial condition, every ε−improvement path
generated by Eq. (4.8), converges to a ε-GNE in finite-time. The same holds for
generalized ordinal potential games Γf, with ε = 0.

For the convergence analysis of a mixture of best responders and h-relative best
responders no new theory is required. However, having both types of decision-makers
in a network game can lead to significantly different behavior and equilibrium profiles
that have not yet been studied in the context of network games. As more and more
engineering systems take into account the complex behavior of humans, one may
be interested in how different levels of social learning or different topologies of local
information flows, affect the long-run behavior of economic decision making models.
In the remainder of the chapter, we investigate the various effects that social learning
through h-relative best response can have in economic models related to product
adoption.

3.5 Competing products with network effects

Suppose there are two competing substitute products X and Y on the market and
every player is using one of the two. Each product has an associated price γ > 0 and
λ > 0 and individuals decide which product to use. Note that we are not modeling
how a certain initial product adoption came to be, but we are interested if in the long
run one of the technologies becomes dominant or not. However, it is worth mentioning
that the adoption of a new product can be modeled in a very similar manner. Let
si = 1 and si = 0 denote that player i uses product X and Y , respectively. Due to
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network effects [90] the utility that an individual experiences from these products
partially depends on the number of individuals that are using it. Individuals may
perceive this network effect differently but in general, a growing number of users
increases the utility of the product. To this end, let S =

∑
i∈V σi denote the number

of players in the network that are using product X. Then, the network effect X is
modeled with an affine function, that is for all i ∈ V

Gi(S) := aS + bi, a > 0, bi ≥ 0.

Because Y and X are substitutes, their network effects have a negative correlation.
Such that, for all i ∈ V

Hi(N − S) := d(N − S) + fi, d > 0, fi ≥ 0

The individual network effect parameters bi and fi may reflect how important beneficial
network effects are for a player. For example, if bi is relatively large, the player is
eager to use product X even though the network effect is small. In a simplified
model in which di = 0 and the player simply needs to choose to adopt a new product
the players with a high bi represent “early adopters” and players with a low bi can
represent “laggards” [91]. The utility that player i ∈ V obtains from using X or Y are
given by

Gi(S)− γ, and Hi(N − S)− λ.

Hence, the payoff of a player is

πi(σi, σ−i) = [Gi(S)− γ]σi + (1− σi) [Hi(N − S)− λ] .

Then, the following function is an exact potential function for the competing product
game

P (σ) =

N∑
i=1

(bi + λ− dN − γ − fi)si − d
N∑
i=1

si+

(a+ d)

 N∑
i=1

s2
i +

1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j 6=i

sisj

 .
Because this competing product game is an exact potential game, Theorem 1 applies.
Moreover, any mixture of best responders and h-relative best responders the fraction of
the population using product X and Y will converge to a generalized Nash equilibrium
in finite-time (Corollary 3).

Remark 3 (Mixed strategy extension). Because the competing products model is an
exact potential game, it follows that its mixed-strategy extension, in which the players
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choose the fraction of time to use product X or Y , is also a potential game [42, Lemma
2.10]. And thus, the convergence results for h-relative best response dynamics in convex
games are valid in this game. Such a setting can represent the dynamics of Example 2,
in which the network effect of renewable energy can represent an increasingly cleaner
environment.

The addition of h-relative best responses is of particular interest in this model
because they add a social influence to the competing product game that is not captured
by best responses in which decisions of a player are solely based on the aggregate
network effects and the cost and benefit parameters of the player. For relative best
responses, the local information exchanges in the underlying social network of the
players will affect their decisions.

Fig. 3.5 shows that when h = 1 the variation in the fraction of X adopters in the
network is significantly larger than in myopic best response dynamics. These simulation
results were obtained for 100 random initial conditions with ±50% adopters of product
X. The slopes of the network effects are: a = 0.15 and b = 0.12. To introduce variation
in the individual payoffs, the offsets bi and fi were randomly chosen between 0 and 10.
The costs associated with the products are γ = 3 and λ = 2. The large variation in
the standard deviation of the X adopters in the network is also typical for imitation
dynamics and can be attributed to the variation in the initial action profiles, the
stochasticity of the activation sequence and the large variety of generalized Nash
equilibrium profiles in the product adoption game. From the blue line in Fig. 3.5
it can also be seen that, on average, the relative performance considerations in the
1-RBR dynamics allow for significantly higher adoption rates of product X that has
a higher cost (γ > λ), but also a larger slope of the network effect (a > b). Naturally,
these social effects are rather sensitive to the payoffs. In particular, for large networks,
the network effect in the payoff can become dominant and an obvious best choice
may arise that dominates under both types of dynamics. Fig. 3.6 shows another
simulation on a similar network under the same conditions as in Fig. 3.5. One can
observe that the 1-RBR dynamics have very similar qualitative behavior as imitation
dynamics in which players imitate their best performing neighbor.

A typical feature of h-RBR dynamics is shown in Fig. 3.7. As h increases up to
the point that all players employ relative best responses, the standard deviation in
the fraction of X adopters tends to decrease. Interestingly, even for random initial
conditions, the network structure causes significant differences in the behavior between
best response and relative best response dynamics (shown in Fig. 3.5). However,
these differences decrease when the connectivity in the network increases. In Fig.
3.8, the extreme case of a well-mixed network is shown and it can be seen that the
behavior of the two types of dynamics are very similar.
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Figure 3.5: Simulations for the product adoption game with a preferential attachment
network [92] with 50 players. The solid lines represent the mean of 100 iterations
with random initial conditions. The shaded areas represent the standard deviation of
the fraction of players adopting product X over all 100 iterations.
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Figure 3.6: Another simulation of the product aoption game that compares myopic best
response, imitate-the-best (indicated by IM) and 1-RBR dynamics on a preferential
attachment network of size 50.
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Figure 3.7: The effect of h on the fraction of players in the network that adopt X.
Observe that the variation in the fraction reduces as h becomes larger.
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Figure 3.8: The product adoption game on a complete network with 50 players under
best response and relative best response dynamics. Conditions are as described in the
main text.
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3.6 Final Remarks

We have introduced novel dynamics for finite and convex network games that result
from an intuitive mix of rational best responses and social learning by imitation. It
was shown that for a general class of games these dynamics converge to a generalized
Nash equilibrium and that the corresponding decision-making process is “compatible”
with best response dynamics. That is, any mix of best responders and h-relative best
responders will eventually reach an equilibrium action profile. These results make it
possible to rigorously study how relative performance considerations of “irrational” or
conforming decision makers affect the behavior and equilibrium profiles of complex
socio-technical and socio-economic processes. These effects are especially important
for technological challenges that require increasingly complex models of large social
systems that, in reality, are often affected by social learning effects that are not present
in best responses.

In the next chapter, we will couple relative best response dynamics to imitation in
finite games and study how rational imitation can significantly alter the decisions at
equilibria of social dilemmas.
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